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Instructional Leadership 

1. Teaching and Learning:  The early release day time on December 11th was dedicated to different topics among 
disciplines.  However a major focus for many teachers was on building units on Atlas Rubicon.  Our goal is to have the 
ability to open our public portal by the end of this year. 

 
2. Accountability Report:  The DESE announced the accountability levels for each school in the Commonwealth last 

week.  Two of our schools advanced to level 1, NRHS and Center.  The balance of the schools remained at their current 
level.  Five of our six schools are now at level 1.  The District overall remains level 2, because Sawyer remains level 2.  
The overall Sawyer results show excellent achievement, but we continue to need to improve the high needs sub group 
in order to obtain level 1 status there.   Overall this shows excellent progress, with credit due all involved, from teacher 
to students! 

 
Management and Operations 

3. Budget Work:  Budgets are due on December 18th.   Some preliminary work has been done internally and the picture 
should become much clearer once we have all the budgets in. 

 
4.    NRHS Space Study:  The committee coming to the next meeting with a recommendation on the demographic study.   
 
5.    Bolton Lease Appendix A:  I met with the Bolton Town Administrator and the School Committee Chair on this issue.  

We would like to utilize some vacant space in the Emerson Building that is not part of our present lease. We would 
move our IT people here and free up two rooms in the HS if we did this.  I hope to have further information at the 
January meeting. 

 
Family and Community Engagement 
 
      6.    Super Bowl: I had the great pleasure of attending the Super Bowl at Gillette Stadium last Saturday evening.  The game 
             was a tremendous victory for our high school team.  We are one of the smallest school in all of Division 2 and to win a  
             state championship in a major team sport is extremely impressive.  Congratulations to Coach Jamie Tucker and the  
             entire team that worked so hard and believe in themselves. 
 
      7.    Nashoba Unified Sports:  Joan Finger and several participating high school students made a presentation to Hale    
             School students last Thursday during their advisory period.  I was unable to attend, but I was told that it was a great 
             opportunity for students to hear how they can get involved in the program and the good it does.  It was enthusiastically 
             received and many expressed an interest to be a part.  Thanks to Joan for her work overall and on this program.                
 
Professional Culture 
 
      7.    School Visits:  I have had the opportunity to visit each school during my brief tenure as Acting Superintendent.  I will be   
             doing so again over the next week to discuss budget!             
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